
Major Part-III Examinations 2020

3rd Year

Subject: AUTOMOBILE MAINTENANCE

Paper: VI

(Theory)

Full Marks: 80

Time: 3 Hours

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. Answer any ten questions :

(a) What type of chemicals are used in automobile batteries ?

(b) What is the necessity of body ground ?

(c) How does a self starter work ?

(d) What is the engine capacity of Mahindra CJ4-A Jeep ?

(e) What is antibrust door?

(f) What do you mean by 3/22 of wire?
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(g) Why a relay is used in horn circuit?

(h) What is colour code of resistor?

(i) What is a brafficator?

(j) What is the function of draw bar?

(k) What is draft control of a tractor ?

(l) What is the difference between electrolytic capacitor and ceramic capacitor?

2. (a) Draw with labelling a simplified wiring circuit for a lighting system of an automobile.

 (b) Describe the functions of indicating lights used in automobile.

( c) What are fundamental testing for fault locations in cable?

3. (a) Describe different types of horns used in automobile.

  (b) What are the needs of direction indicators and flashing unit ?

4. (a) Write down the classification of tractor.

   (b) What are the functions of a tractor ?

   (c) Show the sketch of a gear box used in tractor.

5. (a) Describe the working principle of two anti-theft devices.

(b) What is oil presence gauge ?

(c) What is function of wiper and spark plugs ?

6 . (a) What type of ignition system is used in automobile? Write down the  components of ignition

system

    (b) Describe two methods of checking electrical system in trouble.

7. (a) write down principle of the direction indicators used automobile.

(b) Write a short note on "specification of components of Maruti 800".



8. (a) Describe the used of tractor in agriculture maintenance and service .

 (b) Write down the rotine maintenance and service necessary for tractor.

9. (a) What is a dry charged battery?

(b) Write the functions of a generator.

(c ) Write short note on various methods of battery testing.

10. (a) what is mean by automobile depth of a tractor?

(b) explain the trouble shooting of hydraulic equipments of tractor.

(c) What is 3-point linkage ?

11. (a) what types of lubrication system are used in Ashoke Leyland Comet Engine?

(b) Write a short note on brake system in Ambassadar car

(c) What type of car you would prefer to drive in hilly area? Why?

12. (a) Describe the circuit diagram of a battery charging system in automobile.

(b) What is the method of battery rating ?


